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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW  
March 3, 2023 
 
CARSON YOUNG  ( -14) 
 
 
Q.  Carson, another good day. Wasn't 63, but you certainly gave yourself a little bit of 
breathing room. Good round today, 67. Just a few comments on the round today? 
 
CARSON YOUNG:  Yeah, I'm pleased with how I finished out. I didn't quite have it like I did 
yesterday obviously, but it was still good. My tee shots weren't quite the way I wanted them 
today, I got into trouble a good bit, but my short game really saved me today. I holed a 
bunker shot and had a bunch of really good par saves today that really got me going. Just 
hope the putter stays hot and get that driver sorted out the next couple days and I should be 
in good shape. 
 
Q.  Are you able to not take too much momentum out of a good round like you had 
yesterday to try and keep yourself balanced or do you kind of feed off of that 
momentum when you come back for the next day? 
 
CARSON YOUNG:  Yeah, I mean, yeah, you definitely don't want to not feed off of it 
because shooting 9 under, you want to keep that rolling to try and do it again. 
 
Yeah, I just kind of reset to zero and tried to go out there and just win today again. I don't 
know if it's going to be the low round today, but that's my goal each and every day, so if I do 
that four rounds I'll be in pretty good shape. 
 
Q.  Last two questions. First one, conditions today, how much different or were they 
very similar today? 
 
CARSON YOUNG:  Pretty similar. The wind was just slightly different out of the 
east-southeast instead of the east-northeast. It's getting a little bit firmer out there. Other 
than that, it played pretty similar. Windy just like it was yesterday. 
 
Q.  And then finally if you could just pick a best shot or best hole of the day that was 
really kind of your highlight of the day? 
 
CARSON YOUNG:  I guess it would probably have to be that bunker shot on 6, holed that 
for birdie, which was nice after dropping a shot a couple holes ago. To get that back at 
whatever it was, 5 under, that was huge. Yeah, that was probably the highlight of the round. 
 
Q.  Here with the leader in the clubhouse. It's been something, Carson, to watch you 
play, especially you took advantage of some good shots and also you got some 
breaks coming down the stretch with some errant drives. When you assess your 
game today, obviously the 9 under yesterday, you come out with 5 under today, 
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assess your game throughout the day in the second round. 
 
CARSON YOUNG:  Yeah, today I didn't quite have it like I did yesterday obviously. I feel like 
I just scrambled really well, like you said. Took advantage of the good shots I hit today and 
capitalized on those, but my short game kind of saved me today it felt like. Some errant 
drives and some great chip shots that led to some good par saves and some birdies. 
 
Q.  Well, leader in the clubhouse, as I mentioned, and more than likely at the end of 
the round today you'll have the lead moving into the weekend. Will there be any 
change at all in your approach to this golf course over the weekend? 
 
CARSON YOUNG:  No change for me, I'm going to just reset like I'm even par again and go 
out there and try to play my best and win each day. That's my goal. It's going to be no 
changes to what I'm doing, seems to be working. 
 
Q.  You know, it's interesting talking about each day. Today the wind was out of a 
different direction. Did that change your strategy on the different holes? 
 
CARSON YOUNG:  Not really. It was east-northeast yesterday, it was east-southeast today, 
so it was similar enough to where I was basically hitting the same clubs off the tees today. It 
didn't play a big role in anything I did today. 
 


